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Abstract
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) is the phenomenon in which an incident
electromagnetic wave couples to charge density oscillations on a metal surface. The resulting
excitation, known as a surface plasmon polariton (SPP), will propagate along the metaldielectric interface. SPR biosensors monitor protein binding interactions in real time, which lead
to changes in the refractive index, thereby altering the SPP excitation conditions. Recently, we
have designed a structure that supports guided-wave plasmon polariton modes (GW-PPMs), a
novel type of plasmonic excitation that demonstrates increased propagation lengths compared
to those of traditional SPPs in certain regions of phase space. Because it has been shown that
higher propagation lengths lead to increased sensitivity for SPR biosensors, employing GWPPM-supporting structures could potentially lead to improved performance. Plasmonic modes
are excited and detected using attenuated total reflectance (ATR), in which a prism is used to
couple light into the waveguide structure. Biosensing applications require the use of the
Kretschmann ATR configuration, in which the waveguide and prism are in direct contact,
allowing for protein binding interactions to be monitored at the exposed surface of the
waveguide. While the Kretschmann configuration is frequently employed experimentally,
comprehensive theoretical models for leaky modes have yet to be realized. As we specifically
address the complications associated with modeling the plasmonic excitations within the region
of phase space accessible by Kretschmann ATR, we hope to better understand the nature of
these modes and how they differ fundamentally from traditional SPPs. In addition, we hope to
characterize the relationship of both propagation lengths and biosensor sensitivity with 𝑘"
iv

values. Further, we will discuss the relationship between biosensor sensitivity and propagation
length. The work presented in this thesis sets the stage for better understanding the nature of
plasmonic modes excited using the Kretschmann configuration and for developing SPR
waveguides with tunable propagation lengths as a way to increase biosensor sensitivity.
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1. Plasmonics Introduction
Photonic devices are involved in the generation, transmission, modulation, and
detection

of

optical

signals,

essential

for

numerous

technologies

including

telecommunications.2-6 However, many of the components responsible for the manipulation of
information for signal processing remain electronic rather than optical, presenting many
limitations.1 Specifically, optical components are capable of significantly higher bandwidths
compared to their electronic counterparts; however, electronic components can be
manufactured with smaller physical dimensions, allowing for increased device density.7-9 The
diffraction limit of light dictates the lower bound in the size of an optical component. For lateral
modes, this translates to approximately one half of the wavelength of light for a conventional
waveguide.10 The diffraction limit, therefore, contributes to the size mismatch between optical
components (on the microscale) and electronic components (on the nanoscale), specifically for
wavelengths relevant to the communications regime.8, 10-11
One method that has been demonstrated to overcome the diffraction limit of light in
optical devices is to couple an optical mode, or photon, to a surface charge density oscillation at
a metal-dielectric interface to produce an excitation known as a surface plasmon polariton
(SPP). Plasmons are quasiparticles resulting from the quantization of plasma oscillations or free
electrons with respect to fixed ions on a metal surface.12 The coupling between the surface
plasmons and an incident electromagnetic wave results in the excitation of SPPs. Surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) is the phenomenon in which an SPP is excited at a metal-dielectric
interface, stimulated by incident light.13 SPPs are therefore electromagnetic excitations that

propagate at a metal-dielectric interface, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.12, 14-15 SPPs are surface
modes; consequently, they are localized in the transverse direction along the metal-dielectric
interface. However, they also have the ability to propagate along the supporting interfaces,
which provide advantageous properties for functional waveguides that can be manufactured in
sizes much smaller than the excitation wavelength.1, 16-17 The optical response of metal films
can be understood in terms of resonances dependent on incident angle, the frequency of the
excitation source, material properties, and waveguide dimensions.18-19

Figure 1.1: Schematic of surface plasmon polariton excitation. Incoming electromagnetic waves couple with the
surface charge oscillations on the metal-dielectric interface. This results in an exponential decay of the electric field
perpendicular to the metal-dielectric interface.

A variety of SPP-supporting waveguide structures have been proposed in the literature,
traditionally based on a single metal film or a Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) structure.1 MIM
waveguide structures most commonly have used silicon dioxide (SiO2) as the central insulator
layer between thin layers of metal, usually gold or silver, shown in Figure 1.2. Each metaldielectric interface can individually sustain SPPs, but when the separation between adjacent
interfaces is small enough, the interactions give rise to coupled modes.14, 20 In addition, there
has been a wide range of nanostructures proposed for guiding SPP modes beyond the
2

traditional thin metal films. A few examples include chains of nanoparticles, cylindrical
nanorods, metal nanostrips, nanogaps in slot waveguides, nano-scale grooves on metal films
and hybrid plasmonic waveguides.9 However, it is important to note that not all of the
plasmonic modes guided by these structures are capable of achieving subwavelength
localization of the guided signals.9 Further, not all can be considered true coupled modes of the
system, particularly in the case of the hybrid mode waveguides.

Figure 1.2: SPP-supporting waveguide structure. MIM structure with two thin gold films are
separated by a dielectric layer, typically silicon dioxide.

To understand the relationship between energy and momentum for surface plasmon
polaritons, we look at their dispersion relation.10 A dispersion relation makes explicit the
relationship between energy in terms of the angular frequency (𝜔) and momentum in terms of
the component of the wavevector in the propagation direction (𝑘" ) and is useful as it can
provide information to predict the excitation for plasmonic modes.10 Figure 1.3 is an example of
a dispersion relation plot for a surface plasmon polariton.1 The free space and prism light lines
represent the relationship between the frequency and momentum for light traveling through
the respective medium given by 𝜔 = 𝑣)*+,- 𝑘. The slope of the line is proportional to the speed
of light in that material, given the proper scaling factor. The refractive index is inversely
proportional to the speed of light in a given material, therefore as the refractive index
increases, the speed of light in the material decreases, thereby decreasing the slope of the light
line for that material. The solid lines represent the frequency and wave vector relationship for
3

the surface plasmon polaritons in the system. The dispersion plot is critical for predicting the
excitation conditions for plasmonic modes in a system. The full theoretical framework for
generating the dispersion plot will be outlined in more complete detail in chapter 2.

Figure 1.3: Surface plasmon polariton mode dispersion plot. The two dashed lines represent the light lines in
free space and through the prism (usually glass). The solid black lines represent the surface plasmon polaritons.

As an SPP propagates along a metal surface, energy is lost due to absorption into the
metal, resulting in a decrease in electric field intensity.3 The intensity of the propagating mode
2

is proportional to .𝑒 *01 " . , with 𝑘" = 𝑘"3 + 𝑖𝑘"" , and the distance over which the mode decays
7

to 8 of its initial value is given by 𝑙: = 1⁄.2𝑘"" ..1, 10, 21 The propagation length of a given mode is
estimated by calculating the imaginary part of the parallel component of the collective-mode
wave vector. However, the propagation lengths for pure surface-constructed SPPs are relatively
insensitive to wavevector.1 Propagation lengths in traditional SPP devices will typically be
around a 1-2 𝜇𝑚 when probed with visible light.1, 3, 22 SPPs have restricted propagation lengths
due to the high Ohmic losses in the metal originating from the interband transitions.1, 10, 23-24
Ohmic losses will diminish the effectiveness of the plasmonic device performance, as energy is
4

lost in heating of the metal.10 The limitations that coincide with shortened propagation lengths
provide compelling opportunities for advancements in device design and development as a way
to increase performance.

1.1. Attenuated Total Reflectance
Examination of the dispersion relation (Figure 1.3) reveals an experimental complication
for the excitation and detection of SPPs. Specifically, the SPPs never cross the light line
appropriate for the material at either side of the plasmonic structure (typically air on one side
and a substrate at the other). What this means is that SPPs cannot be directly excited by means
of incident light because there is a momentum mismatch between incoming electromagnetic
wave and the evanescent tail on the plasmonic mode.20 Thus, a shift in the momentum of the
incident electromagnetic wave is required to excite the plasmonic mode, which can be
accomplished through the use of a prism or optical grating to couple the incident photons to
the surface charge density oscillations. In the work presented here, we use a coupling prism in
an experimental technique referred to as Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) to excite surface
plasmon polariton modes. ATR utilizes total internal reflection (TIR), illustrated in Figure 1.4,
which is a phenomenon that occurs as an electromagnetic wave strikes the boundary of a
medium at an angle greater than the critical angle. It is important to note that for TIR to take
place, the light must reach a boundary where the refractive index of the material through which
the light is traveling is higher than that of the adjacent material. A component of the
electromagnetic profile for a totally internally reflected beam of light, which is crucial for
exciting surface plasmon polaritons, is an evanescent wave that penetrates the adjacent
5

medium at the boundary interface. When a waveguide is placed near the evanescent wave
produced by TIR, the evanescent wave couples to the free electrons in the metal film, exciting
the SPP under resonant conditions. The resulting excitation then propagates along the metal
film interface in the x-direction with an exponentially decreasing amplitude.25

Figure 1.4: Total internal reflection. When light reflects at the boundary of the prism at an angle
larger than the critical angle, it is totally internally reflected, producing an evanescent tail out the
back of the prism. This is based on Snell’s Law.

At specific wavelengths or angles of incidence, the excitation of the surface plasmons
will reduce the amount of plane-polarized light that is totally internally reflected.25 The
excitation results in a range of frequencies where the reflected light energy will be dramatically
reduced, producing a dip in the intensity profile. In the literature, there have been two different
interpretations presented to explain the drop in reflected intensity at a resonant condition. The
first explanation is that the reflectance minimum can be due to destructive interference
between the total internal reflected light and the light that is emitted by the SPP due to
radiation damping.10, 14 The other explanation, which we will be using as our working model in
this thesis, is that the absence of reflected light is due to a conversion of the incident light
energy into excited surface plasmons at the metal-dielectric interface. In this explanation, the
plasmons carry away energy as they propagate along the surface, such that the light cannot be
reflected back to the detector.10 In other words, the energy carried by the photons is
6

transferred to the collective oscillations of free electrons at resonant conditions resulting in a
drop in the reflected signal.26
In order to better understand how a coupling prism and the experimental ATR set-up is
used to probe the SPPs, we must include the ATR scan line in the dispersion plot, illustrated in
Figure 1.5. The slope of the ATR scan line is dependent on the frequency of incoming light and
the angle of incidence. As described above, the free space light line and the SPP line will never
intersect as the SPP line asymptotically approaches the free space light line. ATR is therefore
used to overcome the momentum mismatch between the free space light lint and the SPP line.
The ATR scan line crosses the SPP mode line, revealing the frequency and wavevector at which
excitation can occur.

Figure 1.5: SPP dispersion plot with ATR excitation line. The red ATR scan line representing the relationship of the
frequency and wavevector of the incident electromagnetic wave based on the wavelength and incident angle. The SPP
mode is excited when the SPP represented by the metal/air interface line intersects with the ATR scan line.

7

1.2. ATR Prism Configurations
There are two different prism configurations employed in literature when utilizing ATR to
excite plasmonic modes. The main difference between the two configurations is the location of
the metal-dielectric interface with respect to the prism. The Otto configuration has a small air
gap between the prism and the waveguide surface, while the Kretschmann configuration has
the waveguide in direct contact with the prism, so the excitation occurs on the opposing
interface. A schematic of the two configurations is illustrated in Figure 1.6, and they are
described in further detail in the following two sections. The theoretical development for
exciting plasmonic modes in the Otto configuration has been well developed in literature;
however, the theoretical background for the Kretschmann configuration has not been explored
in depth, presenting limitations when utilizing applications that require this configuration to
excite plasmonic modes.

Figure 1.6: Two ATR configurations for single gold films. The Otto configuration is on the left with the air gap
between the prism and gold layer, and the Kretschmann configuration is on the right where an index matching
fluid can affix the substrates to the prism, or gold can be deposited directly on the prism. In both instances, SPPs
will be excited at the metal-dielectric interface.

8

1.3. Kretschmann Configuration
The most commonly used ATR configuration presented in literature is the Kretschmann
configuration. A glass prism is used, where either a thin metal film is deposited directly onto the
prism, or an index matching fluid is used to affix a metal film on a glass substrate to the prism.
Photons from the incident beam travel through the glass prism in order to excite SPPs at the
outer metal-air interface of the waveguide.14,

26

The Kretschmann configuration is an ideal

configuration for some applications because the metal surface is more accessible in order to
manipulate the metal surface for different measurements. When taking measurements using
this configuration, the most common approach reported in the literature is for the wavelength
of incoming light to be held constant while the angle of incidence changes until the resonant
conditions are met in order to excite the SPPs.21 A reflectance curve will have a characteristic
sharp dip at the resonant angle (indicating excitation), and a smaller drop in reflectance will
take place at the critical angle, where light is no longer being totally internally reflected within
the prism.
One of the unique features of an ATR scan taken in the Kretschmann configuration that
is of importance is the shape of the dip, which is characteristically narrow and sharp under
optimal excitation conditions. This property is related to the sensitivity of the measurement,
indicating more intense coupling of the SPP excitation. This thickness of the metal film is often
optimized in order to result in a near zero reflectance of the SPR curve at the resonant
conditions.14, 21 This will improve the sensitivity of the analytical measurements being taken.
Examples in literature have shown that when the thickness of the metal film is too large, the
resonant peak will broaden, in addition to shifting the location of the peak minimum to higher
9

angles or wavelengths. Optimizing the film thickness becomes essential when improving
experimental conditions.
An important note that must be considered when taking scans in the Kretschmann
configuration is that it is only possible to access the so-called “leaky” modes of the system. 7, 10,
14, 18, 45

These modes exist in the dispersion space between the air and substrate light lines as

shown in Figure 1.6. The theoretical framework for exciting leaky modes using the Kretschmann
configuration will be discussed in greater detail in section 6.2.

1.4. Otto Configuration
Another commonly employed ATR geometry is the Otto configuration. In this
configuration, there is a small air gap between the prism and thin metal film, so the SPP
excitation takes place at the air-metal interface.14, 26 Because the air gap prevents the metal
surface from coming in direct contact with the prism, this configuration provides advantages for
the study of sensitive surfaces that would otherwise be damaged.27 However, the Otto
configuration can be experimentally challenging because the thickness of the air gap needs to
be controlled. The thickness of the air gap can be adjusted through the use of a micrometer,
which applies pressure to the back of the substrate. The size of the air gap can range from 10 to
100 nm, and the size of the air gap will affect how strong the incoming electromagnetic wave
couples to the metal-dielectric surface. However, quantifying and controlling this air gap
thickness is experimentally challenging.
In the Otto configuration the evanescent tail produced through total internal reflection
is introduced to the region of the system which overlaps with the electric field amplitude of the
10

excited SPP.10 If the air gap that separates the prism with the metal surface is too large, the
evanescent tail can no longer excite the SPP, but if the air gap is too small, the resonant
minimum will be broadened and shifted due to radiation damping of the SPP.10 By tuning the
angle of incidence, the resonance conditions can be met to match the parallel components of
the wavevector.10 A significant advantage that the Otto configuration has over the Kretschmann
configuration is the ability to access all coupled plasmonic modes of the system, including those
in the region of dispersion space to the right of the substrate light line.

11

2. Guided-Wave Plasmon Polaritons
Recent studies by our research group have experimentally demonstrated a novel type of
plasmonic excitation known as “forbidden” guided-wave plasmon polariton modes (GWPPMs).1, 28 In order to produce a structure that supports the excitation of GW-PPMs, a small
adjustment in the symmetry of the MIM structure that supports standard SPPs is required,
illustrated in Figure 2.1. Specifically, we utilize a MIM structure for which the central dielectric
layer or insulator layer is replaced with a material that has a higher refractive index than that of
the substrate, such as titanium dioxide (TiO2).1 Figure 2.1 illustrates two different MIM
structures capable of exciting SPPs or GW-PPMs.

Figure 2.1 MIM structure comparison. Traditional SPP-supporting waveguides are on the left and the MIM
structure that supports GW-PPMs is on the right, where the central insulator layer is replaced with a
higher index material (titanium dioxide).

The theoretical framework for understanding the properties of these GW-PPMs can best
be explained using the collective-mode dispersion relation for the MIM structure. In order to
find the collective-mode dispersion, we solve the general electromagnetic wave equation in
each region of the system and match the solutions at the appropriate boundary conditions.
A⃑ are the electric and displacement
Equation 2.1 is the general wave equation, where 𝐸A⃑ and 𝐷
field vectors respectively.
A⃑
7 JIK

∇ x ∇ x 𝐸A⃑ = − H I J- I
12

(2.1)

We assume plane-wave-like solutions in each region, 𝑒 *(0A⃑ ∙M⃑NO-) , where 𝑘A⃑ and 𝜔 are the
polariton propagation vector and angular frequency, respectively.1 The SPP modes can be
broken down into two solutions defined by the normal component of the wave vector (ky): pure
real ky and pure imaginary ky. A pure real ky coincides with 𝑘"2 < 𝜀(RS)2 , where the solutions are
oscillatory in that given layer, while a pure imaginary ky coincides with 𝑘"2 > 𝜀(RS)2 , where the
solutions are evanescent waves that decay exponentially in the given layer. It is important to
note that for the MIM structure that supports GW-PPMs, the dielectric constant of the insulator
layer is larger than the substrate, thus the slope of the light line that corresponds to this layer
will be significantly smaller. Because the light line for the spacer layer is to the right of the light
line for the substrate in Figure 2.2, a region of the dispersion space is introduced where the
modes have a pure real 𝑘U corresponding to an oscillatory wave inside the spacer layer coupled
to the surface modes on the metal.1 This leads to modes (called GW-PPMs) for which the
electromagnetic field profiles take on a fundamentally different character than traditional
PPMs, as described in detail below.
The red line, or ATR scan line, is a schematic light line appropriate to a dispersionless
prism is given by 𝜔 = 𝑐𝑘" ⁄𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃Z𝜀: , where 𝜃 is the angle of incidence with respect to the
prism/gap interface and 𝜀: is the prism dielectric constant. Modes are excited when the ATR
line crosses the guided-wave modes, resulting in a decrease in the reflected intensity of the ATR
scan. The plasmon polariton collective excitations supported by a MIM structure exist as a
continuation of standard SPPs into the region of dispersion space where a collective mode is
constructed of surface waves on a metal coupled to oscillatory waves within the insulator layer.
This can be seen in Figure 2.2 where the SPP modes can only be excited in the green shaded
13

region of the plot and then become GW-PPMs as they cross into the yellow shaded region of
the dispersion plot. The excitation of these collective modes are dependent on the thickness of
the insulator layer as well as the difference in refractive index between the substrate and the
spacer layer.
For our model, it is critical to not only model the effects of the free charges, but also the
optical electronic transitions in the bulk metal appropriate to the visible spectrum.1 Therefore,
we use the given dielectric function of gold (Equation 2.2) that includes Drude damping, two
transition resonances, and Γ is the phenomenological damping parameter:
OI

]
𝜀(𝜔) = 𝜀\ − OI ^*_
+ 𝑅7 (𝜔) + 𝑅2 (𝜔)
]

(2.2)

These parameters are taken directly from literature values based on the optical data for gold,
and then optimized as each individual sample is fit to the model. Using the theoretical
framework fully outlined in references 1 and 29, the collective mode dispersion for the MIM
structure (shown in Figure 2.2) can be constructed. The dispersion relation is useful as it can
provide information about the experimental detection of the guided-wave plasmon polariton
modes. In addition, modeling of ATR scans, mapping the electric field profile and solving for
propagation lengths in certain regions of phase space are essential components of the
theoretical framework required for understanding the detection of guided-wave plasmon
polariton modes.
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Figure 2.2:1 Plasmon polariton dispersion plot for the high-index dielectric MIM structure. Dispersion relation graph of
Ω = 𝜔⁄𝜔: vs. 𝐾" = 𝑐𝑘" ⁄𝜔: . The MIM structure represented in this graph has 30 nm gold films separated by a 70 nm
insulator TiO2 layer on an SiO2 substrate. The three grey dashed lines represent the light lines in the different medium:
free space (n=1), the SiO2 substrate (n=1.485), and the TiO2 spacer layer (n=2.25) The red line represents the ATR scan
line across the visible spectrum. The GW-PPMs are found in the yellow region between the substrate and spacer lines,
whereas the standard SPP modes are farther to the right of the spacer layer in the green shaded area.

Our research group recently reported the first experimental evidence of GW-PPMs that
match the theoretical model with minimal parameter fitting.1 One of the promising benefits of
GW-PPMs over traditional SPPs is the significant enhancement of the propagation lengths with
decreasing wave vector for the GW-PPMs in the region of the dispersion wherein the GW-PPM
begins merging with the substrate light line.1 The propagation lengths are calculated for specific
points along the dispersion plot for both GW-PPMs (squares) and SPPs (circles) are illustrated in
Figure 2.3. Significant enhancement in propagation lengths for GW-PPMs compared to the SPPs
is evident at smaller wavevectors.
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Figure 2.3:1 Dispersion plot and propagation lengths. The plasmon polariton mode dispersion relation (left) and the
propagation lengths (right) for the MIM structure with 30 mm gold films separated by 70 nm of TiO2. The dispersion
plot follows the same format as figure 2.2. The filled markers on the dispersion plot represent the points that the
propagation lengths were calculated and displayed on the graph on the right. The circles represent traditional SPPs,
while the squares represent the GW-PPMs. The points marked with an X and labeled are points for which the square
magnitude electric field profile is calculated and displayed in figure 2.4.

In addition to calculating the propagation lengths from points on the dispersion plot,
solutions to the wave equation are also taken from different regions of phase space on the
dispersion plot to calculate the square magnitude of the electric field profile component
parallel to the interface. The electric field profile provides additional information about the
nature of the modes that are excited in the system. The electric field profiles are shown in
Figure 2.4, and the three different lines (labeled a, b, and c) correspond to the solutions from
the points on the dispersion relation from the left side of Figure 2.3. The electric field within the
spacer layer results in an oscillatory solution confined to that layer for the GW-PPM region
(solid black line), while the pure SPP mode has an evanescent solution in the insulator layer and
more of the electric field is confined to the gold layer (dashed grey line).
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Figure 2.4:1 Square amplitude of the electrical field profile. The electric field component parallel to the interface
as a function of depth for the 30-70-30 waveguide used for the dispersion relation and propagation length
computation in figure 2.3. The lower-case letters represent the points from the dispersion relation in figure 2.3
that were used to calculate the square amplitudes of the electric field. The solid black line represents the lowest
energy GW-PPM and the solid grey line represents that same mode tracked to the right of the spacer light line
into the SPP regime. The dashed gray line is the lowest energy SPP mode.

Several of our group’s prior discoveries about the nature of the GW-PPMs have motivated
the current work. Specifically, we found that the propagation length for the SPP mode was
relatively insensitive to spacer layer thickness compared to the propagation length for the GWPPMs.1 As the spacer layer increased in thickness, confinement of the lowest energy GW-PPM
to the TiO2 layer increased and the collective modes converged to those supported by
uncoupled single films over a broader range of the parallel wave vector, causing the oscillatory
nature of the GW-PPM to be more apparent.1 In addition, the confinement within the spacer
layer supports the idea that propagation lengths will increase as the confinement in the gold
layer is reduced because the effects of Ohmic damping should be reduced.1 These promising
characteristics of the GW-PPMs will be further explored in this thesis to provide an additional
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understanding of different experimental methods of detection, as well as motivation for
implementing these GW-PPM supporting structures in biosensing applications.
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3. Surface Plasmon Resonance Biosensors
Biosensors are common analytical devices in which a biological material interacts with
or binds to a surface, resulting in a response that is converted into an electrical signal.26, 29-31
The multidisciplinary approach to developing biosensors has expanded significantly since the
1960s spanning across chemistry, biology, physics and materials science, where research has
focused on increasing both sensitivity and specificity for these complex bioanalytical
measurements.26, 32 The various biosensors that have been studied in the past include enzymebased biosensors, tissue-based biosensors, immunosensors, DNA biosensors, optical
biosensors, piezoelectric biosensors, and thermal biosensors, with the most common
applications pertaining to the food industry and medical field.29
Commercially, BIAcoreTM has been the predominant manufacturer designing
instrumentation utilizing biosensors for bioaffinity monitoring that are based on surface
plasmon resonance (SPR).32-33 A traditional SPR biosensor will have a specific biological material
immobilized on the metal surface, and then an analyte is introduced to the system where the
SPR response is measured when binding occurs. Figure 3.1 presents a general schematic of the
system when antibody binding interactions take place.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of an SPR biosensor. The gold film is functionalized based on the binding interaction to be
monitored and the analyte travels through the flow channel and binds to the surface. As binding takes place, the angle
at which the light reflects changes altering the signal.

The surface plasmon polariton modes are excited at a resonant frequency, which is
highly dependent on the refractive index of the dielectric material surrounding the metal
surface. The biological binding event that occurs at the functionalized metal surface alters the
refractive index at the metal-dielectric interface.26, 32, 34 The change in refractive index therefore
shifts the frequency and wave vector required for SPP excitation, which can be monitored in
real time as a change in the intensity of the reflected light. A schematic illustrating this shift in
the signal can be seen in Figure 3.2, where two ATR scans have been overlaid showing that the
excitation of the surface plasmon polaritons shift to a higher incident angle after exposure to
the analyte, or result in an increase in the reflectance when the incident angle is held constant.
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Figure 3.2: ATR signals after exposure to an analyte. A reflectance vs. incident angle ATR scan is shown on the left and a
reflectance vs. time ATR scan is on the right. Both figures show how the ATR scans with the addition of an analyte to the
system.

The real-time monitoring of biological responses has become a significant step forward
in this label-free diagnostic tool.30, 35 Real-time monitoring also provides kinetic information
about the biomolecular binding processes taking place.26, 33 Because surface plasmon resonance
biosensors are label-free, selectivity is an important figure of merit when designing a biosensor,
ensuring detection of the desired binding interaction. Sensitivity is also imperative when
optimizing a biosensor’s performance because when high sensitivity is achieved, smaller
analyte concentration changes can lead to a more significant signal response, making the
binding interactions easier to detect.36 The detection range for current SPR biosensors ranges
from 𝜇𝑀 to nM for a given analyte concentration.35
In order to increase the selectivity of the biosensor, the biological components used to
bind the desired analytes are altered to ensure the appropriate binding interactions are being
measured.31 Biomolecules are typically immobilized on the surface of the waveguide; therefore
the method by which they are affixed to the metal surface is particularly important for
maintaining the biological activity of the biomolecules.37 The biomolecule that functionalizes
the surface of the device is chosen carefully to ensure specific and high-affinity binding to the
desired ligand for detection. Functionalized self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are a
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convenient and flexible way to tailor a metal surface, as they contain a specific chemical
property in a highly ordered and stable manner to be used for detection.37-39 SAMs are usually
formed by the adsorption of organosulfur compounds from a solution onto gold or silver
planar, metal substrates.39 These organosulfur compounds will contain a thiol or sulfide as a
functional group that will bind to the metal. As the thiol binds to the metal surface, the
functionalized alkyl tail specific to the biological compound that is to be detected by the system
is organized in an ordered manner along the metal surface. Gold binds to thiols with relatively
high affinity, and thiols can displace many adsorbates already present on the metal surface,
however this first requires desorption of contaminants and other impurities on the metal
surface through the use of an oxidizing agent.39 The oxidation process can be accomplished
through exposure to an oxidizing chemical such as a “Piranha Solution” or the use of oxygen
plasma. Once the metal surface is functionalized with a SAM, successive layers of protein and
antibodies are bound, changing the optical properties of the SAM producing a change in the
signal response.
In the work reported here, we employ the Biotin-Streptavidin binding complex because
of its availability, its widely studied binding properties, and its high binding affinity.40 We utilize
a Biotin-SAM reagent to initially functionalize the metal surface with biotin, followed by binding
to streptavidin. Streptavidin is a tetrameric protein, meaning there are four binding sites for
biotin to bind with an extremely high affinity (Ka=1015M-1).25, 41 The biotin-streptavidin binding
interaction is often irreversible and is unaffected by changes in pH, temperature and denaturing
organic solvents, making it a robust mechanism used for a variety of different applications.25
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The two most common limitations associated with current SPR biosensors are low
specificity of detection and sensitivity.34 An approach that has been previously proposed as a
way to increase sensitivity for an SPR biosensor’s performance is to increase the propagation
lengths of the underlying plasmonic waveguide.21, 42 Because one of the properties of GW-PPMs
that was discussed in the previous chapter includes increased propagation lengths over
standard SPPs, GW-PPM supporting waveguides demonstrate potentially favorable properties
for applications to biosensing. In this work, we present progress made toward the realization of
high-performance SPR biosensors based on GW-PPM supporting high-index dielectric MIM
structures.
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4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Waveguide Fabrication
The various glass substrates used for this study were prepared using the same general
protocol. Depending on the refractive index of the prism being used, different substrates were
used to match the refractive index. Quartz (SiO2) (n=1.55) was used with the BK7 prism
(n=1.55), and the SF11 substrates (n=1.79) were used with the N-SF11 prism (n=1.79). The
substrates were first prepared by sequentially sonicating in glass detergent, deionized water,
acetone, and isopropanol for 15 minutes at 30°C. Substrates were dried and further cleaned
with argon plasma (Harrick Plasma Cleaner PDC-32G) at a low radio frequency for 5 minutes.
Metal depositions were done at room temperature in a vacuum chamber (MBraun-ProVap 3G).
DC sputter coating was used to deposit gold layers with a 99.9% pure Au Sputter target (Kurt J.
Lesker Company, Ltd.) and ultra-high purity argon with an internal pressure of 1𝑥10N2 mbar.
AC sputter coating was used to deposit TiO2 with a 99.9% pure TiO2 sputter target (Kurt J. Lesker
Company, Ltd.) and ultra-high purity argon with an internal pressure of 1𝑥10N2 mbar.
Substrates were stored in a glovebox under inert conditions until use.

4.2. Biosensor Fabrication
Different analytes are introduced to the system and binding interactions of the different
layers are then detected. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the different layers of the biotinstreptavidin binding complex that will be used for our system. The Biotin-SAM layer, discussed
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previously, functionalizes the gold film allowing for the specific binding interactions of
streptavidin to be monitored.

Figure 4.1: SAM formation for biosensor fabrication. SAM Formation Reagent procedure from Dojindo Molecular
Technologies, INC. for building successive layers on the Biotin-SAM layer.

Biosensors were prepared after the completion of the waveguide fabrication procedure
above. After the deposition process, the gold surface is cleaned using ultra high-purity oxygen
plasma (Harrick Plasma Cleaner PDC-32G) at a high radio frequency for one minute. A 10
mmol/L solution of Biotin-SAM Formation Reagent (Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Inc.) was
prepared in 100% percent ethanol. The oxidized gold films were submerged in the SAM solution
for 1 hour and then rinsed with 100% ethanol and deionized water to remove any unbound
material. The substrates were dried and stored in the glove box under inert conditions until use.
A 1L solution of Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) was first prepared according to procedures
provided by Sigma Aldrich with a pH of 7.4 at 25°C. Streptavidin, Unlabeled (EMB Millipore) was
dissolved in PBS and then a 1:100 dilution of the stock solution was prepared. Albumin, biotinlabeled bovine (biotin-BSA) (Sigma Aldrich) was also dissolved in PBS. Both the streptavidin
dilution and the biotin-BSA solution were exposed to the gold film with the Biotin-SAM through
a flow cell to measure the response using ATR.
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4.3. ATR Set-Up
The excitation and detection of the plasmonic modes were carried out using an ATR setup illustrated in Figure 4.2. A Toptica iChrome TVIS laser, tunable within the range of 640-488
nm, was used to scan across the visible regime, as well as selecting for one wavelength for
taking reflectance measurements as a function of angle in the Kretschmann configuration. The
three different prisms that were used for experimental purposes were a right-angle rutile (TiO2)
prism from Greyhawk Optics, a right-angle glass (BK7) prism from Edmund Optics, Inc., and a
right-angle high index glass (N-SF11) prism from Edmund Optics, Inc. The incident beam passed
through the reflective collimator (ThorLabs, Inc.) and was p-polarized using a ThorLabs, Inc.
Glan-Taylor calcite polarizing prism. The beam was then split by a non-polarizing beam splitter
cube (ThorLabs, Inc.) and directed towards an initial photodiode power meter and a final
photodiode power meter located on the other side of the prism (ThorLabs, Inc. Power and
Energy Meter). When using the Kretschmann configurations, the substrates were affixed to the
glass prism using an index matching liquid appropriate for the respective prism being used
(Norland Products n=1.55 and Diiodomethane, Sigma Aldrich n=1.74). The different prisms and
index matching fluids will be discussed in more detail in sections 5.1 and 5.2. In the Otto
configuration, a micrometer (Mitutoyo) was used to apply pressure to the back of the substrate
as a way to change the thickness of the air gap between the prism and the metal film. In both
ATR configurations, a blank substrate was used to calibrate the reflection intensity by taking a
ratio of the initial and final power meters. The internal angle of the beam incident to the plane
of the waveguide was controlled and held constant by correcting for variations in the refractive
index of the prism as a function of frequency using a servo-controlled rotation stage (ThorLabs,
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Inc.). The final power meter was mounted on top of a motorized linear translation stage
(ThorLabs, Inc.) to allow the power meter to track along the movement of the laser as scans
were taken as a function of varying the internal angle.

Figure 4.2: Schematic of ATR set-up. Light travels through a beam splitter to an initial power meter and to
the prism where it is totally internally reflected to a final power meter. The values from the two power
meters are compared to calculate an intensity value as a function of wavelength or angle.

National Instrument data acquisition and the LabView 14.0.1 program package was used
to control the different components of the ATR set-up and perform the different data collection
methods. As we transitioned to taking ATR scans using the Kretschmann configuration, several
modifications to the LabView code was required to incorporate the translation stage movement
for the angle ATR scans. Modifications included making calculations based on the refractive
index of the prism to determine the distance in which the translation stage needed to move so
the power meter could appropriately track the reflectance beam throughout the duration of an
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ATR angle scan. Additionally, another LabView code was written for the sensorgrams, in which
the wavelengths and angle were held constant, and ATR scans were taken as a function of time.
Graphing and data analysis was performed using OriginLab software; however, the modeling
and parameter fitting was done using Mathematica.

4.4. Flow Cell Set-Up
When using the Kretschmann configuration, a flow cell was attached to the metal
surface of the substrate in order to introduce fluids to the sample surface. The flow cell was
specifically designed for our experimental set-up, and the different components were made by
the machine shop at Western Washington University. The outer adapter with the inlet/outlet
holes for the tubing was made out of 3-mm thick DelrinÒ. The inner channel where the analyte
will flow through was made of a silicone gasket that was approximated 1 mm thick, with a cutout approximately the size of the glass substrate. A Cole-Parmer single-syringe infusion pump,
115 VAC was used to control the flow of the analyte through the system. Figure 4.3 illustrates
the design of the components for the flow cell and how they are oriented in relation to the
prism and the substrate in the system.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic for flow cell design. The index matching fluid is appropriate to each of the two glass
prisms and is used to affix the glass substrate to the prism. There is a cutout in the silicone gasket that is
approximately the size of the glass substrate, which provides space for the different solutions to interact with
the metal surface. The PTFE connectors on the Delrin attachment connect the silicone tubing from the syringe
pump and to the waste container.
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5. Optimization Procedures

The excitation of the SPPs is extremely sensitive to variations in several different
components of the sample fabrication process as well as the process used to take ATR
measurements. Therefore, care was taken to optimize the different procedures to optimize
reproducibility. The areas in which optimization was particularly relevant include prism
selection, index matching fluid selection, polarization alignment, LabView codes, resonance
characterization, film quality, and the SAM procedure.

5.1. Prism Selection Based on Critical Angle Calculations
ATR scans in the Kretschmann configuration are typically taken using a BK7 glass prism
with a glass substrate and an index matching fluid, in which all of the components have a
refractive index of n=1.51. However, the BK7 prism is not adequate for the excitation of the
SPPs for the MIM structures used in this study. Specifically, issues arose when we started taking
ATR scans of the MIM with water at the interface. The critical angle of the BK7-air interface is
𝜃Hefg = 41.3° but with water at the interface, the critical angle is 𝜃Hlemng = 61.5°. In order to
excite SPPs, ATR scans must be taken at an angle larger than the critical angle. The
experimental limitations of our ATR set-up prevent us from successfully and consistently
exciting plasmonic modes at angles larger than 63°. These limitations led us to investigate other
prism materials with a higher refractive index as a way to decrease the critical angle and
provide a larger range of angles to be scanned across experimentally.
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Another prism material that is often used experimentally in the literature is SF11 glass.
The N-SF11 prism has a refractive index of n=1.79 decreasing the refractive indices to 𝜃Hefg =
34.3° and 𝜃Hlemng = 48.5°. Utilizing the SF11 prism dramatically increased the range of angles
that could be experimentally accessed using our ATR set-up. Challenges were introduced when
searching for a higher index glass substrate that was commercially available and an appropriate
index matching fluid, as described below. However, the SF11 prism was ultimately adopted for
these studies as it satisfied all critical needs.

5.2. Index Matching Fluid
In Kretschmann configuration ATR, instead of incorporating an air gap between the prism
and the metal film, the metal film is in direct contact with the prism. This can be accomplished
two different ways, either by depositing the metal film directly onto the prism, or by depositing
the metal film onto a substrate with the same refractive index as the prism and using an index
matching fluid to attach the substrate to the prism. It is vital that the prism, index matching
fluid and substrate all have very similar refractive indices, allowing the additional layers to act
as a continuation of the prism, preventing the incident angle from changing as light moves
between the different layers. Our deposition process and set-up prevented us from depositing
directly onto the prism, forcing us to use a substrate and index matching fluid in our set-up.
Index-matching fluids are readily available for relatively low-index glasses, such as BK7.
However, the use of the SF11 prism (as discussed above) necessitates the selection of a very
high refractive index matching fluid.
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The first refractive index fluid that was found and tested had a refractive index of n=1.79
manufactured by Cargille Laboratories (SPI Supplies). The fluid had a refractive index that
matched exceptionally well with that of the prism and was the only index matching fluid
commercially available with such a high refractive index. In order to increase the refractive
index above that of most naturally occurring solvents, Cargille Laboratories dissolved sulfur and
tin iodide into diiodomethane to produce a solution with a higher refractive index of the base
solvent. Unfortunately, the use of this product led to dramatic inconsistencies and
irreproducibility in the associated ATR scans. Laskar et al. 2016 showed that solvent
evaporation in these mixtures leads to variation in the concentration of the salt and therefore
to crystallization.43 More importantly, this specific refractive index fluid has very low
transmittance across the entire visible spectrum.43 The use of an optically transparent fluid with
a high refractive index is critical for being able to produce reproducible and accurate results.
Based on information taken from Laskar, et al., diiodomethane (CH2I2) was identified as a
solvent with the highest known naturally occurring refractive index value among organic
solvents while retaining high optical clarity and transparency in the spectral region of interest
(n=1.74).43 Diiodomethane instantly improved the reproducibility issues of the ATR scans, and
the slight difference of the refractive index between the fluid and prism did not seem to have
an significant effect on the excitation of the SPPs as determined by fitting the experimental
data to the model with minimal parameter adjustments.
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5.3. Alignment of the Polarizing Crystal
SPPs are only excited with transverse magnetic (TM) or p-polarized light. Because the setup is free-standing and because no polarizing filter is perfect, it is important to ensure that
minimal s-polarized light reaches the sample in order to avoid skewing the resulting ATR
spectra. Because subtle changes in the shape of the ATR scans can be due to imperfect
polarization, errors in the theoretical model, or errors in the physical parameters used in the
model, we had to be careful to ensure that our incident light was as fully polarized as possible.
We accomplished this by carefully observing the reflected light intensity as we crossed the
Brewster angle. The Brewster angle is a specific angle of incidence for which all of the parallel
component of light will be transmitted that will result in a reflectance of zero when we have ppolarized light.44 This means that purely p-polarized light at the Brewster angle will
demonstrate zero reflectance out of the side of the prism; instead, all of the light will be
transmitted through the back of the prism. Non-zero reflected intensity at the Brewster angle
therefore indicates imperfectly p-polarized light. Therefore, we periodically check that the
reflected power intensity at the Brewster angle is below the power meter electrical noise, and if
not, we adjust the polarizing filter accordingly to ensure as close to 100% p-polarized light as
experimentally attainable.
The quality of the polarization was also tested by taking a second polarizer and placing it
in front of the main polarizer in the ATR set-up. We then either aligned the two polarizers or
crossed the two polarizers, so they were perpendicular to each other. When the polarizers were
aligned, it should ensure that we do indeed have pure p-polarized light, and when the
polarizers were perpendicular, it should result in zero transmitted light through both polarizers.
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By crossing the polarizers, it provided information regarding the quality of the polarizer and
how much of the opposite polarization of light it was still letting through. We were able to
optimize the alignment of the polarizer as much as possible to ensure that we were producing
the best polarization based on our equipment.

5.4. LabView Codes
One of the sources of irreproducibility was traced back to the mechanical limits of the
rotation stage. Over time, the lead screw that rotates the stage in which the prism is located
wears down, preventing the rotation stage from returning to the same absolute position for
every ATR scan. One way to circumvent this problem was to incorporate a backlash distance
within the LabView program that minimizes the motion lost due to this lead screw mechanism,
which then returns the stage to the same set position with improved accuracy.

5.5. Resonance Characterization
One characteristic of ATR scans taken in the Kretschmann configuration which varies
significantly from the Otto configuration is the presence of a significant decrease in the
reflectance located around 500 nm. This feature occurs in every Kretschmann configuration
ATR scan regardless of the thickness of the film or the angle in which the scan is taken. We
were able to experimentally isolate this feature by making a 150 nm (optically thick) film and
then take ATR scans at various angles. The film is too thick to be able to excite an SPP on the
outer gold-air interface, so we do not observe a plasmonic mode in the ATR scans, allowing us
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to isolate this reflectance feature. Figure 5.1 is an example of an ATR scan of a 150 nm gold film
along with the theoretical model for this data clearly showing the presence of a dip around 470
nm.

Figure 5.1: ATR scan of a 150 nm gold film. The dotted line represents the experimental data and the solid
line represents the theoretical data to extend over the entire UV and visible spectrum to show the presence
of the optical transitions of gold.

The resonance feature at 470 nm appears in both the experimental data and the model
because it is a characteristic of the electromagnetic profile for the gold film. It was concluded
that this feature is mainly a result of one of the optical transitions of the gold dielectric function
(centered at 470 nm). Changing the damping associated with this resonance in the theoretical
model directly affected the shape of the reflectance curve. When the gold film is excited using
direct reflectance, it will result in a significant decrease in the amount of reflected light at the
resonant frequencies (l=470 nm and l=325). The air gap in the Otto configuration prevents the
direct reflectance, which is why we do not observe the resonance using the Otto configuration.
Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) was performed to confirm the presence of this feature
in our films by measuring the reflectance. Figure 5.2 displays the UV-Vis reflectance spectrum
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for a 30 nm gold film deposited on a glass slide. We observe that the reflectance decreases
dramatically at 500 nm which roughly correlates with the location that we observe the
resonance in the ATR scans, further confirming the origin of the feature observed in our
Kretschmann configuration ATR scans.

Figure 5.2: UV-Vis reflectance spectrum of single gold film. A 35 nm gold film on glass was measured and a cleaned
glass slide was used for the background reflectance scan.

5.6. Film Quality Optimization
It has been previously shown that the SPP excitation conditions are sensitive to
variations in the thickness and roughness of the supporting metal film. An essential step toward
achieving reproducible results included optimizing both the gold and TiO2 films, reducing
roughness and improving thickness control.
First, the films were characterized using two different detection methods: atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and x-ray reflectivity (XRR). The Bruker Bioscope Catalyst Atomic Microscope
was used in tapping mode to analyze the surface morphology, specifically the average
roughness of the films. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements on a PANalytical X’Pert Pro
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PW3040 X-ray diffractometer using a Cu Ka source (l=0.154 nm) were taken to measure the
thickness of both the gold and TiO2 films. An extra cleaned SiO2 substrate was included for the
gold depositions, and a cleaned undoped silicon wafer was included for the TiO2 deposition to
be used for XRR measurements. The XRR provided more precise thickness measurements,
which are essential because the theoretical model is highly sensitive to film thickness.
In order to decrease the roughness and thickness variation of the gold films, two steps
were taken, increasing the deposition rate and modifying the deposition chamber. It was
determined that by increasing the deposition rate from 0.5 A/s to 2.0 A/s, the average surface
roughness of the gold films dramatically decreased to values below 1 nm, which is as low as we
can quantify. Modifications to the deposition chamber included increasing the distance
between the deposition source and the rotation stage on which the substrates were mounted
to decrease the roughness and improve the overall thickness variation. It was also determined
that the orientation in which the substrates were mounted on the rotation stage dramatically
affected both the thickness and roughness of the films. When the substrates were mounted
concentrically around the outer edge of the stage, the consistency of the films was improved by
creating a more uniform thickness and decreasing the overall roughness.

5.7. Self-Assembled Monolayer Characterization
The procedure provided by the manufacturer to apply the SAM solution to the gold
substrate utilizes a Piranha solution (3:1 sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide solution) to oxidize
the gold surface before immersing the substrate in the SAM solution. We had to modify this for
our purposes because our gold films are too thin and delicate and would be destroyed by the
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Piranha solution. The alternative procedure chosen to oxidize the surface involved oxygen
plasma etching. A few steps were taken to improve the quality of the SAM binding to the gold
film, such as varying the oxygen plasma etching times as well as the length of time the films
were immersed in the SAM reagent. If either step was not long enough, the SAM might not
adequately bind to the gold, but if either process was performed for too long, the integrity of
the films could be affected. An extended plasma etch time, or a high radio frequency could
result in pits forms on the gold surface which increased the roughness, and if the substrates
were immersed in the SAM solution for too long, the films would dissolve. Optimizing the
procedure for applying the SAM was essential because the SAM was the basis for incorporating
the different biosensor layers for detection.
Surface characterization of the SAM layer was used to ensure that the SAM was
adequately binding to the gold film. The analysis was performed using X-Ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS) carried out on a Surface Physics M-Probe ESCA X-ray Photoelectron
Spectrometer. Samples were analyzed utilizing an Al Ka monochromatic x-ray source and a
hemispherical analyzer with microchannel plate detectors. The atomic concentrations were
estimated by determining the integral intensities. The relative ratios of the peak areas based on
the Shirley background were taken by fitting the peaks with the Gaussian-Lorentzian
components. A high-resolution analysis was performed on gold 4f (Au 4f), sulfur 2p (S 2p),
nitrogen 1s (N 1s), and oxygen 1s (O 1s) based on the composition of the biotin-SAM solution.
We specifically compared the elemental composition to a plain gold film to a gold film that had
undergone oxygen plasma and been functionalized with the self-assembled monolayer reagent,
which can be seen in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: XPS elemental analysis. A comparison between the percent composition of the different elements for a gold film and
a gold film after the SAM solution was applied.

Sample
SAM

Gold

Element
Au
S
N
O
Au

Orbital
4f
2p
1s
1s
4f

Counts
23919.1
138.2
33.4
1861.2
55351.3

Corrected Area
3315.668
218.8393
14.96833
2488.737
7238.09

% Comp
55%
4%
0%
41%
100%

Because of the thin nature of the SAM, trying to detect that binding had occurred between
the gold film and the SAM was difficult. As seen in Table 5.1, we can detect the presence of a
small amount of both sulfur and oxygen on the sample when the SAM solution has been added,
ensuring that the SAM is properly bound to the gold film. If the SAM is not bound to the gold,
streptavidin will be unable to bind to the surface.
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6. Plasmonic Excitations of a Single Gold Film

6.1. Experimental Results
Plasmonic excitations of single gold films have been thoroughly investigated in our lab
previously using the Otto ATR configuration.1 However, biosensor measurements require the
use of the Kretschmann ATR configuration. Therefore, it was essential to first characterize the
single gold films using this experimental setup. The primary goal of this study was to ensure
that our model was appropriate for scans taken in this configuration and to ensure that we
have a handle on the physical parameters used in the model before introducing the additional
complications of the high-index dielectric MIM structure.
Figure 6.1 shows a series of ATR scans for a 35 nm gold film taken using the
Kretschmann configuration with an SF11 prism and air at the outer interface. As seen in Figure
6.1, a significant drop in reflectance appears around 610 nm for the 36.5-degree scan which
indicates the excitation of the surface plasmon polariton mode. As the internal angle increases,
the mode is seen shifting to smaller wavelengths. Another feature of the ATR scans that is
observed in Figure 6.1 is the resonance peak around 490 nm, which occurs regardless of the
excitation conditons that is a result of the visible gold resonance that was discussed in the
previous section.
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Figure 6.1: Kretschmann configuration ATR scans of a 35 nm gold. Scans were taken with air at the outer
interface utilizing an SF11 prism and an SF11 substrate. The dependency of excitation conditions was taken
while varying the internal angle within the prism.

Because biosensor measurements are taken in solution to monitor the protein binding
interactions, we also needed to characterize the single gold films using water at the outer
interface. Figure 6.2 presents the ATR scans utilizing the same 35 nm gold film from Figure 6.1;
however, a flow cell has been attached to the sample with DI water flowing through at rate of 1
mL/hour. Similar to the case of air at the outer interface, the excitation of the mode was
observed to shift to lower wavelengths as the internal angle increased. However, the excitation
of the plasmonic mode occurs at a much higher prism internal angle as compared to the scans
taken with air at the interface. Because water (n=1.33) has a much higher refractive index than
air (n=1.00), the critical angle between the SF11 prism and water is much higher in comparison
to the critical angle between the SF11 prism and air. As the critical angle increases, the modes
are shifted to higher W values and larger 𝐾∥ values, resulting in the excitation of modes with
water at the interface at larger angles.
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Figure 6.2: 35 nm Kretschmann configuration ATR scans with water at the interface. The same
samples from figure 6.1 are now taken with water at the interface.

In contrast to Figures 6.1 and 6.2 in which the ATR scans are taken as a function of
wavelength, the conventional method of taking ATR scans in the Kretschmann configuration
found in literature instead involves varying internal angle. A specific wavelength is chosen,
usually 633 nm, and held constant during the scan as the internal angle is changed. An example
of this type of scan can be seen in Figure 6.3 in which a 35 nm gold film and a 50 nm gold film
are analyzed using angle scans. It is often noted in the literature that the optimal thickness for
the gold film is determined by achieving an angle scan that results in a reflectance dip with a
narrow profile and a near zero reflectance. As seen in Figure 6.3, the 35 nm gold film appears to
be the optimal thickness for our system. One benefit of taking ATR scans as a function of angle
is the ability to observe the critical angle of the system experimentally. The slight drop in
reflectance seen at 41° is indicative of the critical angle, and it represents the smallest internal
angle for which surface plasmon polariton modes can be excited. It is beneficial to observe this
point because it can act as an additional way to check the accuracy of the angle measurement
in the ATR setup by ensuring that the observed critical angle matches the calculated value.
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Figure 6.3: Kretschmann configuration ATR angle scans. A 35 nm and a 50 nm gold film using the BK7 prism are
compared. The angle step size is 0.05 degrees, while maintaining a constant wavelength at 633 nm.

The full characterization of single gold films using ATR in the Kretschmann configuration is
an essential first step in being able to model our GW-PPM supporting MIM structure-based
biosensors. Specifically, the accuracy of the basic model can be verified by fitting the ATR data
to the model and verifying the reasonableness of the physical parameters extracted from the
fitting. These parameters are then used in the model for more complicated systems, such as the
dispersion relation and propagation lengths, and then further incorporating the MIM structure
and biosensor layers. However, in carrying out this basic model verification, some complications
were discovered that appear to be inherent to the Kretschmann configuration. These
complications have turned out to be rich areas for uncovering some of the basic physics
underlying the modes accessible using this configuration that are not currently well understood
in the research community, as described in more detail below.
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6.2. Theoretical Model
One of the critical considerations when fitting the experimental data using the theoretical
model is whether the excitation frequency of the plasmonic mode in the model tracks
appropriately as the internal angle of the ATR scan changes. When the internal angle of the
prism changes, the ATR scan line in the dispersion relation will shift accordingly, intersecting
the plasmonic mode within the leaky region of dispersion space at a different location,
indicating a change in the excitation conditions. Commonly, this is seen as an increase in
excitation frequency as the internal angle increases; however, this may vary depending on the
mode or the location along the dispersion curve that is being probed experimentally. Figure 6.4
displays the theoretical fit of the experimental data presented in Figure 6.1 for a single gold
film. The plot on the left displays the theoretical model for the data with the solid lines, and the
experimental data is shown as the dotted curves. The figure on the right is a 3D representation
of the model for the ATR scans in which the reflectance is graphed as a function of both angle
and wavelength. This figure allows us to better understand how the shape and location of the
mode changes when the ATR is measured as a function of angle instead of wavelength. For
example, the angle scan would produce an extremely sharp and narrow dip for larger
wavelengths and then broaden if the wavelength was increased. The scans that would be taken
as a function of wavelength are broader overall. Interestingly, we observe that excitation
parameters that result in a minimum in an angle scan may not correlate with the parameters
that result in a minimum in a wavelength scan. In general, we observe that our model was able
to generate a good fit for the experimental data with minimal parameter adjustments across a
wide range of the relevant parameter space.
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Figure 6.4: Theoretical ATR fit for 35 nm gold films. The graph on the left is the traditional ATR wavelength scan
fit to the model. The solid line is the theoretical mode with the dots representing the experimental data. The
graph on the right is a 3D representation of how the mode changes as a function of both angle and
wavelength.

The ATR fitting is fairly straightforward due to the fact that the ATR code takes a specific
set of parameters that define an incoming wave, and solves for the resulting electromagnetic
excitation, from which the reflection coefficients can subsequently be extracted. In contrast,
the dispersion calculations solve for all electromagnetic modes that can be supported by a
given physical structure. While this is a manageable calculation for modes to the right of the
substrate light line, the complexity is increased significantly for modes accessed via the
Kretschmann configuration because we cannot assume that the solutions in the leaky region
have a pure real 𝑘" . This increases the computational complexity when using a numerical
complex root finding method to search for solutions within this region of phase space. This
computational complexity is the reason why the dispersion relation is rarely presented for
modes in the leaky region in the literature. Generally, literature reports have relied on the
assumption that leaky modes can be well approximated by a single interface mode, which is
often sufficient for a single gold film. However, we are unable to use this assumption for the
current study because the single interface is not a reasonable assumption for modes supported
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by the more complex MIM structures which support several accessible modes, likely localized
to different interfaces in the structure. Being able to generate a dispersion relation is critical for
understanding propagation lengths and electric field amplitudes and therefore central to the
current study. In addition, the ability to confidently report the dispersion relations in the leaky
region will allow us to understand whether or not the modes we are observing can be
considered the continuation of the GWPPMs into the leaky region.
Figure 6.5 displays the dispersion relation generated for the 35 nm gold film based on the
parameters used to fit the data in Figure 6.4. The green region of the dispersion plot is the
region of phase space which is probed when taking scans using the Otto configuration. The
yellow region, or the “leaky region” is the region of phase space probed in the Kretschmann
configuration. The right side of Figure 6.5 shows the propagation lengths that are calculated
from specific W and 𝐾∥ pairs on the dispersion curve. We see that the general trend shows
increasing 𝐾∥ values results in decreased propagation lengths. The green points on both the
dispersion plot and the propagation lengths graph represent the points that are calculated
based on the W and 𝐾∥ pairs that are within the range of angles we are able to experimentally
access. The black dots are solutions from the model that are beyond the accessible angle and
wavelength range for our experimental set-up. We are able to determine that by increasing 𝐾∥ ,
the propagation lengths decrease, which is in contrast to the data from our previous studies in
which SPPs excited using the Otto configuration resulted in propagation lengths that were
relatively insensitive to changing 𝐾∥ values.
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Figure 6.5: Dispersion relation and propagation lengths for 35 nm gold film in air. The dispersion relation (left)
highlights the region of excitation for the Kretschmann configuration or the leaky region between the air and
substrate light line. The propagation lengths (right) are calculated based on the solutions that correspond to the
points found on the dispersion plot. The resonance parameters for the model dielectric function used to calculate
the dispersion relations are: ωt = 9.13 eV, γ = 0.176eV, γ{7 = 0.489eV, and γ{2 = 1.17eV.

In order to obtain propagation lengths that are calculated for conditions appropriate to
the biosensor measurements, it is essential that we also generate a dispersion relation
appropriate to a single gold film with water at the interface. Figure 6.6 shows the dispersion
relation (left) for water and the corresponding propagation lengths (right) calculated from the
specific points on the dispersion curve. Because water has a larger refractive index than air, the
water light line is located to the right of the air light line, significantly decreasing the size of the
leaky region (yellow section) and dramatically affecting the shape of the SPP curve lines. Again,
the green points on both the dispersion and the propagation lengths graph represent the points
within the range that we can experimentally access. When comparing the propagation lengths
between air and water for the single gold film, they both have the same general trend of
decreasing propagation lengths as a function of increasing 𝐾∥ . However, it appears that the
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propagation lengths for the air system are much more sensitive to 𝐾∥ in comparison to the
water system.

Figure 6.6: Dispersion relation and propagation lengths for a 35 nm single gold film in water. The dispersion relation (left)
highlights the region of excitation for the Kretschmann configuration or the leaky region between the air and substrate light
line. The propagation lengths (right) are calculated based on the solutions that correspond to the points found on the
dispersion plot. The resonance parameters for the model dielectric function used to calculate the dispersion relations are:
ωt = 8.98 eV, γ = 0.155eV, γ{7 = 0.489eV, and γ{2 = 1.17eV.

Several challenges exist when calculating propagation lengths in the leaky region. First, in
contrast to modes accessible via the Otto configuration, the solutions to the wave equation in
the leaky region are inherently complex, meaning they have imaginary components in 𝑘" even
without any damping mechanisms present in the system.7, 10, 14, 18, 45 Both SPPs and GW-PPMs
are supported by purely real W and 𝐾∥ pairs in the absence of damping, which allows them to
be considered infinitely propagating modes. In contrast, leaky modes, which are complex by
nature, have finite propagation lengths even in the absence of damping. 7, 10, 14, 18, 45 Secondly,
once damping is taken into account in the model (which is necessary for consideration of a real
physical structure), we find that the dispersion calculations produce some unexpected results.
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Figure 6.7 is a simple model of the dispersion relation for a single gold film as we slowly
introduce damping. The black line represents the no damping solutions, and the other
remaining mode lines represent what happens when damping is slowly introduced to the
system. As the lines become lighter in color, more damping is added to the model and the grey
line represents the solutions with the largest amount of damping added to the simple Drude
model. The no-damping solutions traditionally asymtopically approach specific plasma
frequencies or resonances. Once we introduce damping, the dispersion curve changes direction
and bends back towards the light line to connect with the imaginary upper branch producing a
type of bend-back behavior.10 We observe that the experimental data diverges from the
predicted zero-damping curve, and instead, the complex solutions follow closely to the light
line, in which they exhibit a type of bend-back behavior. We speculate that when damping is
introduced, the mode couples to another electromagnetic excitation in the system, causing the
solutions to bend back on itself, back towards the light line. Introducing damping to the system
is essential for accurately calculating propagation lengths, however, the bend back effect makes
solving for complex 𝑘" values increasingly difficult. The damping solutions follow very closely to
the light line before they diverge drastically from the no-damping solutions and no longer
correlates well with experimental data.
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Figure 6.7: Dispersion relation for a single gold film with and without damping. The no damping solution
exhibits the "normal" dispersion curve shape; however, you will notice that once we introduce damping to the
system, the solutions begin to diverge and follow the light line.

The bend-back behavior is confirmed experimentally because we observe a point in the
ATR scans in which increasing the internal angle no longer changes the excitation wavelengths
of the mode. Further increasing the angle results in the lack of an observable mode. This is
consistent with the dispersion shown above, as the modes bend-back near the resonance
feature are fairly flat with respect to 𝐾∥ , and beyond a particular angle, no modes exist in the
dispersion space. The bend-back effect appears to be a result of plasmonic modes interacting
with other electromagnetic modes of the system such as optical resonances, the plasma
frequency or other exotic solutions to Maxwell’s equations in that region of dispersion space.
The full exploration of the origin of this behavior is the subject of ongoing research. Examples of
the bend back behavior are found in literature, but have been limited to single interface modes
that bend back as a result of bulk damping from the surface plasmon resonance (shown in
Figure 6.7), and does not consider any of the transition resonances. As we have not yet fully
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explored the nature of the bend-back behavior, we will restrict our discussion to the region of
the dispersion where the solutions from the ATR scans match the no-damping model of the
dispersion curve. Now that we have been able to successfully model gold films using the
Kretschmann ATR configuration, we will begin to explore the modes that exist and can be
accessed using the Kretschmann configuration for more complex MIM structures and the
continuation of the GW-PPMs in the leaky region.
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7. Plasmonic Excitations of a High-Index Dielectric Waveguide
7.1. Symmetric MIM Experimental Results
Based on preliminary research, we were able to understand how the thickness of the TiO2
insulator layer affects the excitation angle of the observable GW-PPMs. In general, the larger
the TiO2 layer, the higher the angle required for exciting the mode. Because of the experimental
limitations with our ATR set-up, our goal was to develop a MIM structure for which the modes
can be excited under accessible experimental conditions, but also for which an appreciable
confinement of the mode to the TiO2 layer could be expected. Our previous results have shown
that the 30-40-30 MIM (30 nm gold – 40 nm TiO2 – 30 nm gold waveguide) exhibits significant
confinement of the GWPPM electric field amplitude within the TiO2 layer, leading to increased
propagation lengths as Ohmic damping in the gold is decreased. Excitation of the plasmonic
mode occurs at small angles, very close to the critical angle (𝜃H = 34.3°). It is essential that we
are able to experimentally access modes close to the critical angle, because the critical angle is
representative of the air light line in the dispersion relation and we have shown that our model
aligns the best with experimental data along this region. The dispersion relation specific for this
MIM structure will be discussed in further detail in the following section.
Figure 7.1 shows the experimental ATR scans for the 30-40-30 waveguide with air at the
outer interface. A plasmonic mode is located at 625 nm when the internal angle is fixed at 36.5
degrees. As the internal angle is increased, the mode continues to shift towards smaller
wavelengths. At an internal angle of approximately 54 degrees (not shown in Figure 7.1), the
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mode merges into the resonance feature and it becomes difficult to resolve these features
reliably.

Figure 7.1: ATR scans for 30-40-30 MIM. The figure on the left shows the experimental data for ATR scans taken
in the Kretschmann configuration for the 30-40-30 MIM with air at the interface using the SF11 prism. The
figure on the right shows both the experimental data (dotted curve) and theoretical model (solid colored lines).

7.2. 30-40-30 MIM Theoretical Model
The first step in the theoretical model is to fit the ATR data, so that the parameters
specific to this waveguide structure can be used when generating the dispersion relation and
propagation lengths. Figure 7.2 displays two different representations for fitting the
experimental ATR data. The graph on the left shows the traditional wavelength ATR scans as
the dotted curves with the theoretical model overlaid as the solid colored lines. We then are
able to construct a 3D representation of the ATR fit to show how the reflectance changes as a
function of both the wavelength and internal angle, shown in the graph on the right of Figure
7.2. The black dotted curves in this graph represent the same experimental data for the
wavelength ATR scans shown in the figure on the left.
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Figure 7.2: ATR fit for 30-40-30 MIM. The graph on the left is model (solid colored lines) and the experimental data
(dotted curve for the wavelength ATR scans. The graph on the right is the 3D representation for the reflectance as a
function of wavelength and angle, with the dotted curves representing the experimental data from the wavelength ATR
scans.

The close fit between the experimental data and the model allows us to confidently apply
the physical parameters used for the fit to the generation of a dispersion relation for the
system. The dispersion relation for the 30-40-30 waveguide with air is shown in Figure 7.3. An
interesting feature we observe is the presence of two modes in the GW-PPM region of phase
space (green), of which only one extends into the leaky region (yellow). There is, in fact,
another high energy mode that extends into the leaky region; however, the frequency is too
high to be experimentally accessed with our laser. We observe a discontinuity of the higher
energy GW-PPM into the leaky region. While we have not conclusively identified the source of
this discontinuity, we believe that it is likely due to the presence of a separate feature,
represented by the blue horizontal dashed line. We have recently discovered that certain
features, such as optical resonances, result in avoided crossings when in close proximity to a
plasmonic mode. The avoided crossings represent a region of the dispersion in which we are
unable to accurately solve for W and 𝐾∥ solutions using our numerical root finding methods.
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Until we are able to determine the source of discontinuity of solutions more accurately, we will
limit our discussion to only solving for W and 𝐾∥ pairs below this dashed line when calculating
propagation lengths.

Figure 7.3: Dispersion relation and propagation lengths for 30-40-30 MIM with air. The dispersion relation (left) has a horizontal
dashed line represents a discontinuity of the complex solutions within the leaky region (yellow). The propagation lengths (right)
correspond to the specific points on the dispersion curve. The resonance parameters for the model dielectric function used to
calculate the dispersion relations are: ωt = 9.01 eV, γ = 0.158eV, γ{7 = 0.555eV, and γ{2 = 1.17eV.

The propagation lengths (the right side of Figure 7.3) are calculated from points on the
dispersion relation and will be compared to biosensor sensitivity measurements in section 8.3.
There is a clear trend of decreased propagation lengths as a function of increasing 𝐾∥ .
Interestingly, we observed that while the dependence of propagation lengths on 𝐾∥ of the leaky
modes are similar to that of the GW-PPMs detected using the Otto configuration, the overall
propagation lengths for the 30-40-30 MIM do not show a noticeable improvement over those
of the leaky modes of a single gold film. This is likely due to the overwhelming effect of the
inherent lossiness of this region of phase space.
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Figure 7.4 displays the dispersion relation (left) for the 30-40-30 MIM with water at the
interface and the respective propagation lengths (right) calculated from solutions on the
dispersion curve. The propagation lengths from the water system do not change as dramatically
a function of 𝐾∥ in comparison to the air systems, which is consistent with what we observed
for the single film data.

Figure 7.4: Dispersion relation and propagation lengths for 30-40-30 MIM. The dispersion relation (left) is for the system of a
30-40-30 waveguide with water at the interface. The corresponding propagation lengths are found on the figure on the right.
The resonance parameters for the model dielectric function used to calculate the dispersion relations are: ωt = 8.85 eV, γ =
0.150eV, γ{7 = 0.555eV, and γ{2 = 1.17eV.

Based on the verification of the model and our understanding of its limitations that was
provided by the analysis of the 30-40-30 MIM dispersion, we have a solid theoretical baseline
from which to predict ATR scans for different waveguide structures. Being able to accurately
predict the excitation conditions can provide us with the opportunity to design the MIM
structure in ways that make it easier to experimentally probe the plasmonic modes. Specifically,
this enabled us to produce a MIM structure where we could experimentally access both of the
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plasmonic modes in the same ATR scan under the same, experimentally advantageous
excitation conditions, as described below.

7.3. Asymmetric MIM Experimental Results
Finding a structure which allows the excitation of both modes is made more difficult by
the use of the Kretschmann configuration because the resonance peak of the ATR scans limits
the wavelength range that is useful for clearly distinguishing the excitation of modes. Because
the model for the 30-40-30 MIM was well verified with experimental results, it allowed us to
predict a structure where we could accomplish exciting both modes in the Kretschmann
configuration in such a way that both modes were identifiable in the ATR scan. We found that
changing the symmetry of the MIM structure by making the outer gold layer thicker than the
first gold layer had the effect of pushing the two modes closer together, allowing both to be
experimentally accessed simultaneously. The resulting 30-70-50 MIM structure (30 nm gold –
70 nm TiO2 – 50 nm gold) is utilized and ATR scans are shown in Figure 7.5, in which the first
mode is observed at 540 nm for the 35-degree scan. As the internal angle increases to 36
degrees, we still see the first mode shift to 530 nm and the presence of a second mode is
excited at 640 nm. As the internal angle further increases, we observe both modes moving to
smaller wavelengths until the 37.5-degree scan in which the first mode disappears into the
resonance peak.
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Figure 7.5: ATR scans of a 30-70-50 MIM. The ATR scans are taken with air at the outer interface. The structure of
this waveguide allows for the excitation of two modes at the same time. A higher energy mode found at lower
wavelengths and a lower energy mode shifts into the excitation range as the internal angle increases.

At this time, we are unable to definitively identify and differentiate which interface the
two different modes are localized to. The numerical challenges when solving the
electromagnetic equations within the leaky region currently prevent us from calculating the
electric field amplitudes. However, being able to access both modes under the same excitation
conditions experimentally allows us to further verify our theoretical model. Specifically, if both
modes are excited under the same experimental conditions and we can fit the data with the
same set of parameters, this allows us to verify that what we are observing in the ATR scans
matches the modes we present in the dispersion relation.

7.4. 30-70-50 MIM Theoretical Model
The theoretical model generated for the 30-70-50 MIM provides compelling information
regarding the characteristics that make the two modes accessed in the leaky region
fundamentally different from each other. Figure 7.6 shows the modeled fit for the 30-70-50
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MIM data. The figure on the left is the tradition wavelength ATR scans with the experimental
data represented with the dotted curves and the solid line curves are the theoretical model.
The graph on the right is a 3D model displaying reflectance as function of both wavelength and
angle with the experimental data of the 30-70-50 MIM overlaid as the black dotted curves. The
parameters used to generate the model fit for the data, which align well with literature values,
are then used to generate the dispersion relation and calculate propagation lengths for both of
the modes in this system.

Figure 7.6: 3D ATR theoretical model for 30-70-50 MIM. The reflectance is graphed as a function of both wavelength
and angle. The dotted curve represents the experimental data from the wavelength ATR scans.

Figure 7.7 shows the dispersion relation for the 30-70-50 MIM (left) and the
corresponding propagation lengths on the right side of the figure. The blue horizontal dashed
line again represents an avoided crossing in which we are unable to accurately solve for
complex solutions within the leaky region. The green dots in the dispersion relation and
propagation length graph represent the lower energy mode solutions, while the purple dots
represent the higher energy mode. It is interesting to note that the solutions for the
propagation lengths for the higher energy mode do not show a dependence on 𝐾∥ and have
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significantly smaller propagation lengths compared to the lower energy plasmonic mode. These
propagation lengths will be compared to the sensitivities of the biosensor measurements in
section 8.3.

Figure 7.7: Dispersion relation and propagation lengths for a 30-70-50 MIM. The dispersion relation (left) shows
the two modes that can be experimentally accessed in the leaky region and the corresponding propagation
lengths are shown on the right. The resonance parameters for the model dielectric function used to calculate the
dispersion relations are: ωt = 8.80 eV, γ = 0.103eV, γ{7 = 0.653eV, and γ{2 = 1.17eV.

Introducing the asymmetry to the gold layers brings the two modes closer together in
frequency, so they are both within the wavelength range of the laser at an accessible internal
angle. Figure 7.8 is the dispersion relation (left) and propagation lengths (right) for the 30-70-50
MIM with water at the interface. We still see the presence of two modes within the leaky
region of dispersion, as well as the blue horizontal dashed line representing the discontinuity of
solutions.
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Figure 7.8: Dispersion relation and propagation lengths for 30-70-50 MIM and water. The resonance parameters for the
model dielectric function used to calculate the dispersion relations are:
ωt = 8.800 eV, γ = 0.128eV, γ{7 =
0.568eV, and γ{2 = 1.17eV.

As can be observed in Figure 7.8, even though there are two modes that can be accessed in
the leaky region for the 30-70-50 MIM in water, we were only able to calculate propagation
lengths for the lower energy mode. Unfortunately, due to numerical complications, we were
unable to solve for solutions that correlated well with experimental data for the higher energy
mode. Therefore, we were only able to report propagation lengths for the lower energy
confidently, and we will not be able to correlate the biosensor shifts to propagation lengths for
the high energy mode in this case.
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8. Biosensor Development
8.1. Biosensor Measurements
Several different methods of quantifying biosensor performance can be found in the
literature. One method commonly employed is to calculate the change in mode location of the
ATR scan before and after analyte introduction.
Quantifying the shift for the addition of the SAM is essential because it ensures that the
SAM adequately bound to the gold, meaning the gold film was appropriately functionalized for
the addition of streptavidin. To then quantify the shift between SAM and streptavidin, the flow
cell is first attached, so water is at the outer interface of the SAM-coated metal film, and ATR
water scans are taken before and after streptavidin binds to the SAM. Examples of the two
different scans are shown in Figure 8.1. The graph on the left shows the ATR scans with air at
the interface of the plain gold film and after the film had been functionalized with the SAM
solution. The graph on the right shows the ATR scans with water at the interface in which the
gold film has been functionalized with the SAM and then streptavidin has been added to the
system. The data is fit to a Gaussian curve in order to quantify the wavelength at which the
reflectance is a minimum, which can be used to calculate the difference between mode
locations for ATR scans with different analytes. The discussion about quantifying the biosensor
shifts and relating them to the propagation lengths of the system will be discussed more in
section 8.3.
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Figure 8.1: Biosensor shifts associated with the 35 nm gold film. The scan on the left shows the addition of the SAM
layer on gold with air at the interface, taken at 36.5 degrees. The scan on the right shows the addition of streptavidin to
the SAM layer with water at the interface taken at 55 degrees.

We will focus on utilizing wavelength ATR scans for the purposes of this study; however,
an example of an angle scan can be seen in Figure 8.2. Figure 8.2 displays the angle scans
between the SAM functionalized 30-70-30 MIM and the addition of streptavidin with water at
the interface. As previously mentioned, it is more common to find examples in the literature in
which ATR scans are taken as a function of angle; however, the shifts observed under these
conditions are significantly smaller than those observed with wavelength scans. Specifically, an
angle scan will show a shift of a few tenths of a degree, while a wavelength scan will show a
shift of 5-10 nm with the addition of the SAM.
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Figure 8.2: Angle scan for the 30-70-30 MIM. The SAM layer is compared to the
addition of streptavidin. Angle scan was taken at 633 nm using the SF11 prism
and substrate.

Biosensor measurements are commonly reported in the literature as a sensorgram. The
purpose of a sensorgram is to be able to graphically display, in real-time, the addition of each of
the different biological layers. For a sensorgram, both the angle and wavelength are held
constant, and the reflectance is measured as a function of time. The different analytes are
slowly introduced to the system through a syringe pump and flow cell. The change in
reflectance represents the mode location changing with the introduction of the analyte that
leads to a binding interaction on the metal surface. The wavelength and angle used for the
sensorgram are chosen based on the information extrapolated from the wavelength or angle
ATR scans. Specifically, the wavelength and angle pair at the steepest portion of the curve
accesses the most sensitive portion of the curve, leading to the most substantial change in
reflectance. Figure 8.3 is an example of a sensorgram in which a 35 nm gold film is first
functionalized with the SAM layer before applying the flow cell, and then streptavidin and
biotin-BSA are slowly introduced to the system. The angle and wavelength for the sensorgram
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were chosen based on the wavelength ATR water scan of the gold film which was already
functionalized with the SAM solution. Figure 8.3 highlights the points on the sensorgram in
which the different analytes are added to the system, and we can observe when binding occurs.

Biotin-BSA
Streptavidin

Figure 8.3: Sensorgram of a 35 nm gold film. The addition of streptavidin and biotin-BSA
are labeled at the two different points when binding takes place. The sensorgram is taken
with the BK7 prism at 633 nm and 69 degrees.

Sensorgrams are essential for displaying the real-time binding interactions that take
place in solution. However, they do not provide as much information as the wavelength ATR
scans because it does not provide specific information pertinent to the location or shape of the
mode and how it changes with respect to binding events taking place. The sensorgram provides
qualitative information in which the reflectance increases when binding of the additional layers
occurs, which is analogous to the mode shifting to higher wavelengths. However, exact values
cannot be extracted to calculate the total shift of the mode or to determine the W and 𝐾∥ pair
for the mode to correlate to the location on the dispersion curve.
The 30-70-50 MIM can provide interesting information about the biosensor shifts,
mainly because of the ability to excite both of the plasmonic modes under the same excitation
conditions. More specifically, we can identify if the two different modes result in different shifts
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with the addition of different analytes. Figure 8.4 displays the shift between the MIM and SAM
with air (left) as well as the shift between SAM and streptavidin with water (right). The shift
appears to be much more significant for the mode that occurs at the larger wavelengths for
both the addition of the SAM and the addition of streptavidin.

Figure 8.4: Biosensor shifts for 30-70-50 MIM. The graph on the left shows the shift between the MIM and the
addition of the SAM with air at the interface at 36.5 degrees. The graph on the right shows the shift between the
SAM covered MIM and the addition of streptavidin with water at the interface at 56 degrees.

Another benefit for taking wavelength ATR scans before and after the addition of each
analyte is the information provided when fitting the data to incorporate the biosensor layers
into the theoretical model. Like before, fitting the ATR scans will be used to obtain the
parameters needed to generate a dispersion relation, allowing us to verify the model we are
using for the addition of the extra layers.

8.2. Incorporation of the Biosensor Layers into the Theory
Our goal was to be able to incorporate the SAM layer into the theoretical model to
provide us with information about what shift we should expect to see with our experimental
data. First, we generated a simple dispersion relation based on the Drude model for a 35 nm
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gold film and then introduced a SAM layer between the gold film and air to see how the SPP
dispersion curve changed. As seen in Figure 8.5, the black line represents the single gold film,
while the blue line shows how the solutions change when a 1 nm SAM layer is added to the
film. The SAM layer was modeled by a constant refractive index (n=1.502) based on literature
values for simplicity.46 The information that we were able to extract from the dispersion
relation, based entirely on literature values, provided qualitative information that the addition
of the SAM layer shifted solutions to lower frequencies, meaning we should expect to see a
shift in the ATR mode location to longer wavelengths.

Figure 8.5: Dispersion relation of single gold film with SAM layer. The blue line represents a 1 nm
SAM layer with a constant refractive index (n=1.502) and the black line represents a 35 nm gold
film. This dispersion relation utilizes the simple Drude model, not including the gold resonances
or damping.

Taking the information obtained from the simple model, we then incorporated the SAM
layer into the ATR fit for the single gold film. The SAM scans were fit using the same damping
and plasma frequency as the single gold film. The thickness and refractive index of the SAM was
obtained by finding the best fit, which matched well with values that were found in the
literature. The comparison between the ATR scans of the gold film and the gold functionalized
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with SAM is shown in Figure 8.6, overlaid with the theoretical model. The dotted curves
represent the ATR scans and the solid lines represent the theoretical model. The lighter colored
data points and model line describe the single gold film scans and the darker colored data
points and model line illustrates the SAM functionalized gold films.

Figure 8.6: ATR fit for 35 nm gold film and SAM layer. The experimental points are overlaid with the solid
line which is the theoretical model line. The lighter colored lines and points are the plain gold ATR scans
and the darker points and lines are the ATR scan lines with the addition of the SAM layer. The SAM layer
addition resulted in adding a layer of 1 nm thickness of a material with a constant refractive index of
n=1.502.

The same steps were taken for incorporating the SAM with the MIM ATR scans for both
the 30-70-50 MIM (left) and the 30-40-30- MIM (right), shown in Figure 8.7. The MIM data was
fit to establish the parameters for the film, and then the SAM layer was again introduced to the
matrix. The 30-70-50 MIM data was a little bit more difficult to fit because the presence of two
modes added challenges as far as fitting both modes with the same parameters that are still
within the regime of physically relevant values. The lighter colored data points represent the
MIM data, and the darker colored data points represent the MIMs that have been
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functionalized with SAM. The fit was promising because the same parameters based on
literature values used for the single film of adding a 1 nm layer with the same constant
refractive index (n=1.502) seemed to fit the SAM data for the MIM reasonably well.46

Figure 8.7: Mathematica fitting for the MIMs with SAM addition. The 30-70-50 MIM is on the left and the 30-40-30 MIM
is on the right. The experimental points are overlaid with the solid line which is the theoretical model line. The lighter
colored lines and points are the MIM ATR scans and the darker points and lines are the ATR scan lines with the addition
of the SAM layer. The SAM layer addition resulted in adding a layer of 1 nm thickness of a material with a constant
refractive index of n=1.502.

8.3. Relationship Between Biosensor Sensitivity and Propagation Lengths
The shifts are initially characterized as a function of the internal angle of the excitation
conditions and then converted to their respective 𝐾∥ and W values from the dispersion relation.
The 𝐾∥ values are then converted to 𝑘" values, because the 𝐾∥ values that are used for the
dispersion relation are unitless as they are scaled by the plasma frequency based on the fit for
each individual ATR scan, which can be different for each system. Converting to 𝑘" values then
allows us to directly compare the propagation lengths and biosensor shifts across all of the
different samples because they are no longer scaled by different plasma frequencies. Figure 8.8
shows the propagation lengths as a function of 𝑘" for air (left) and water (right). For both
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systems, we observe a clear trend of decreasing propagation length with increasing 𝑘" value. It
is also apparent that this dependence does not vary between the single gold film and the 30-4030 MIM, however, we do see a slight increase in dependence for the lower energy (mode 2) for
the 30-70-50 MIM. The lower energy mode (mode 2) and the higher energy mode (mode 1) for
the air system seem to have different dependencies, however, they also have drastically
different 𝑘" values. Specifically, the higher energy mode seems to act as a continuation from
the lower energy mode resulting not having dependence of propagation lengths on 𝑘" , and
results in extremely small overall propagation lengths at the large 𝑘" values associated with this
mode.

k€ nm N7

k€ nm N7

Figure 8.8: Propagation lengths vs. 𝑘" values. 𝐾∥ values from the dispersion were converted to 𝑘" to compare all of the
different samples. The graph on the left shows the propagation lengths calculated for the air systems and the graph on
the right shows the propagation lengths calculated from the water systems.

While we observe that the same trend of decreasing propagation length as a function of
increasing 𝑘" is observed for both air and water, we can also see that the air propagation
lengths are significantly higher than those of the water system. However, this could be due to
the fact that water scans take place at higher 𝑘" values, and therefore have smaller
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propagation lengths. The fundamental difference between excitation conditions between air
and water could prove to be beneficial as we further explore potential structures with tunable
propagation lengths.
Figure 8.9 displays the biosensor shifts as a function of 𝑘" for all of the different
samples. The graph on the left is based on the air ATR scans in which we calculate the change in
mode location between the gold film or MIM and the addition of the SAM. The graph on the
right is the calculated values between the SAM functionalized film with water at the surface
and the addition of streptavidin. The error bars for both plots represent the standard deviation
for a total of 5 samples for every 𝑘" value. The trend of decreasing calculated biosensor shift
with increasing 𝑘" values is more apparent for the addition of the SAM than we observe for the
addition of streptavidin in the water system.

k€ nm N7
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Figure 8.9: Calculated biosensor shifts. The graph on the left shows the shift in mode location calculated from
the addition of the SAM with air at the interface. The graph on the right shows the shift in mode location
calculated from the SAM functionalized surface to the addition of streptavidin with water at the interface. 𝐾∥
values from the dispersion were converted to 𝑘" to compare all of the different samples.

Our main objective to be able to better understand the relationship between
propagation lengths and biosensor shifts that are calculated from the ATR scans. Examples in
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literature have suggested that biosensor sensitivity can be improved with increased
propagation lengths, so we hope to better understand this relationship and determine if
exciting plasmonic modes utilizing the high-index dielectric MIMs can result in sensitivity
improvements. In order to directly observe the relationship between propagation lengths and
biosensor shifts, we graph this relationship for each of the different samples. Figure 8.10
displays the propagation lengths as a function of the biosensor shift for the addition of the SAM
for the four different modes we were able to observe. Linear trend lines were added to the
graphs to better illustrate the trends we are able to observe for the different modes. The data
for the 30-40-30 MIM structure are taken from the lower energy mode, and data are shown for
the 30-70-50 MIM for both the low energy mode (mode 2) and the high energy mode (mode 1).
The purple points highlight the relationship between propagation lengths and biosensor shifts
that are extracted for a specific 𝐾∥ value for the three different samples. By choosing data
points at the same 𝐾∥ value, we can directly compare the relationship between propagation
lengths and biosensor shifts for each of the different modes under the same experimental
conditions.
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Figure 8.10: Propagation lengths as a function of biosensor shift for air system. The purple points highlight the
propagation lengths and biosensor shifts at the same specific 𝐾∥ value for each of the different samples. A linear
trendline is generated for each of the different samples to identify the change in propagation length as a function of
biosensor shift.

It appears that the biosensor shift does positively correlate with propagation lengths as
claimed in literature, however the relationship may be more complicated than that, as
evidenced by the two different modes having different slopes. Specifically, based on the results
in Figure 8.10, it appears that the gold film shows the smallest dependence between
propagation length and biosensor shift, while the lower energy mode for the 30-70-50 MIM
shows the greatest dependence. The lower energy mode of the 30-70-50 MIM also results in
the largest increase in both calculated propagation length and observed biosensor shift, which
could provide promising results moving forward with developing additional MIM structures
with tunable propagation lengths.
It is also important to be able to see if the same relationship between propagation
lengths and biosensor shifts holds for the water scans in which we calculate the shift for the
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addition of the streptavidin onto the SAM functionalized surface. Figure 8.11 is a graph of
propagation lengths as a function of biosensor shift for the three different samples. Again, the
purple points highlight the relationship among propagation lengths and biosensor shifts at the
same specific 𝐾∥ value. Interestingly, we see very different sensitivities across the three
different samples for the relationship between propagation lengths and the shifts calculated for
the addition of streptavidin. However, in all cases propagation lengths positively correlate with
biosensor sensitivity as measured using the wavelength shifts. Interestingly, the gold film seems
to result in the greatest dependence of increased propagation lengths resulting in increased
biosensor shifts, and the 30-70-50 MIM has the smallest dependence. This is the opposite trend
that was observed for the air system with the addition of the SAM, in which the lower energy
mode of the 30-70-50 MIM resulted in the largest dependence of increased biosensor shifts on
increased propagation lengths.
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Figure 8.11: Propagation lengths vs. biosensor shift for water system. The purple points highlight
biosensor shifts and propagation lengths at the same 𝐾∥ value for each of the different samples.
Trendlines are generated for each substrate.

The varying sensitivities for the addition of streptavidin for the water system reinforces
the idea that the correlation between propagation lengths and sensitivity may be more
complicated than initially proposed. It may be that the sensitivity does not specifically depend
on propagation length, but rather that both propagation lengths and biosensor sensitivities
share a dependence on 𝑘" . Additional studies will be required in order to better understand
these relationships. Developing additional MIM structures that result in the excitation of two
modes under the same experimental conditions which have similar propagation lengths for
both of the plasmonic modes could provide information about differing biosensor sensitivities
with the same propagation lengths. It would also be beneficial to develop several different MIM
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structures that result in drastically different propagation lengths in order to better understand
how varying propagation lengths can affect biosensor sensitivity.
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9. Conclusions

Previous results from our group highlighted that plasmonic modes supported by a highindex dielectric MIM demonstrate significant enhancement in the propagation lengths over
standard SPPs, which could prove beneficial for developing a more sensitive biosensor.
However, as we transitioned into exciting modes using the Kretschmann configuration, it
became clear that there was a fundamental difference between the modes excited in this
region and the modes previously accessed in the Otto configuration. We were able to make
substantial progress in better understanding the complex nature of the modes excited in the
leaky region and how the complex 𝑘" solutions directly affect the propagation lengths for the
system. Based on our results, we were able to determine that SPPs excited in the leaky region
result in finite propagation lengths that show a dependence on 𝑘" , a stark contrast to the SPPs
excited in the Otto configuration. It was also apparent that we observed limited enhancement
in propagation lengths utilizing the high-index dielectric MIM structures because of the
inherent lossiness associated within the leaky region. We were also able to confirm the validity
of our theoretical model in a region of phase space that was previously unexplored by our
research group. The accuracy of our theoretical model will be beneficial when developing
different MIM structures with tunable propagation lengths within this region of phase space.
Based on our results we were able to definitively draw connections between the
relationship of propagation lengths and the shift in biosensor layers which both decrease as a
function of increasing 𝐾∥ . The plasmonic modes excited using our high-index MIM structures
resulted in significantly higher biosensor shifts compared to the gold films for the addition of
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SAM in the air system, however this trend did not carry over to the water system for the
addition of streptavidin, in which the gold films resulted in the largest biosensor shift. We were
able to positively correlate biosensor shifts with propagation lengths; however, the relationship
may be more complicated than initially proposed as we have observed different sensitivities
among samples under different experimental conditions and among different modes excited in
the same sample. We were able to observe the improvement in biosensor sensitivity based on
increased propagation lengths for the lower energy mode in the 30-70-50 MIM with air at the
interface compared to the 30-40-30 MIM and the single gold film. However, the 30-70-50 MIM
did not show any dependence between biosensor shift and increased propagation lengths for
the water system with the addition of streptavidin. Because we were unable to observe the
relationship of increased propagation lengths with increased biosensor shift carry over to other
MIM structures or other experimental conditions, further experiments will be necessary to
develop additional MIM structures with varying propagation lengths to confirm any
connections between the increased propagation lengths and increased sensitivity.
Our plan to take advantage of the increased propagation lengths accessed in the GW-PPM
region of phase space is unfinished as we are still trying to better understand the fundamental
characteristics of the modes excited in the leaky region. Once we are able to fully characterize
these modes, we can look more closely at how modifying the structures of the waveguides can
change the propagation length and sensitivity relationship, more specifically, how the
sensitivity can change between the two plasmonic modes excited under the same experimental
conditions.
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